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Abstract
The recent surge of interest in Z2ˆZ2-graded invariant mechanics poses the challenge of
understanding the physical consequences of a Z2 ˆ Z2-graded symmetry.
In this paper it is shown that non-trivial physics can be detected in the multiparticle sector
of a theory, being induced by the Z2 ˆ Z2-graded parastatistics obeyed by the particles.
The toy model of the N “ 4 supersymmetric/ Z2 ˆ Z2-graded oscillator is used. In
this set-up the one-particle energy levels and their degenerations are the same for both
supersymmetric and Z2 ˆ Z2-graded versions. Nevertheless, in the multiparticle sector,
a measurement of an observable operator on suitable states can discriminate whether the
system under consideration is composed by ordinary bosons/fermions or by Z2 ˆ Z2-graded
particles. Therefore, Z2 ˆ Z2-graded mechanics has experimentally testable consequences.
Furthermore, the Z2 ˆ Z2-grading constrains the observables to obey a superselection
rule.
As a technical tool, the multiparticle sector is encoded in the coproduct of a Hopf algebra
defined on a Universal Enveloping Algebra of a graded Lie superalgebra with a braided tensor
product.
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1 Introduction
This paper presents a theoretical test of the physical consequences of the Z2ˆZ2-graded paras-
tatistics in a toy model case of a quantum Hamiltonian. This work is at a crossroad of two
independent, but related, lines of research which are both based on applications of the Z2ˆZ2-
graded Lie superalgebras first introduced in [1, 2]. The first line, which consists of physical
models possessing a Z2 ˆ Z2-graded symmetry, has recently received a considerable attention
(see [3–8]). The second line, concerning parastatistics induced by Z2ˆZ2-graded superalgebras,
has been investigated in [9–16].
The motivation of the paper stems from an open question which finds here its answer.
The first derived models of quantum mechanics with Z2 ˆ Z2-graded one-dimensional Poincare´
invariance, see [5, 7], are also examples of Supersymmetric Quantum Mechanics. Then, the
natural question which emerges is whether the Z2 ˆ Z2-graded symmetry is redundant (a nice
further structure to describe these models, but void of physical consequences not already encoded
in supersymmetry) or whether it has measurable effects. For the class of single-particle quantum
Hamiltonians presented in both [5] and [7] the Z2 ˆZ2-graded symmetry is redundant. We will
show in this article that this is no longer true for the class of multiparticle quantum Hamiltonians
introduced in [7]. In this way the Z2 ˆ Z2-graded parastatistics comes into play: the consistent
(anti)symmetrizations of the wave functions produce testable differences if the particles are
assumed to be ordinary bosons/fermions (in the case of supersymmetry) or Z2 ˆ Z2-graded
particles.
Before delving more into the results of this paper, let us present at first the context, that is
Z2 ˆ Z2-graded Lie superalgebras and their applications both as symmetries of physical models
and as a framework for a class of parastatistics.
The Z2ˆZ2-graded Lie superalgebras were introduced in [1,2] (even if some related structures
were already investigated in [17]). These works extended the notion of ordinary, Z2-graded, Lie
superalgebras appearing in [18] and suggested possible applications to elementary particles.
Ever since the mathematical aspects (including classifications, representations, etc.) of the
Z2ˆZ2-graded Lie superalgebras and of their generalizations have been constantly investigated,
see [19–29]. In physics Z2ˆZ2-graded Lie superalgebras have been studied in the contexts of de
Sitter spaces [30–32], quasispin [33], strings [34], extension of Poincare´ algebras [35,36], double
field theories [37], mixed tensors [38,39].
More recent results concern symmetry. It has been shown in [3, 4] that Z2 ˆ Z2-graded
Lie superalgebras appear as symmetries of the Le´vy-Leblond Partial Differential Equations [40]
describing nonrelativistic spin-1
2
particles. A single-particle quantum Hamiltonian dependent
on a prepotential function and possessing a Z2 ˆ Z2-graded symmetry has been introduced
in [5]. A systematic Lagrangian construction of Z2 ˆ Z2-graded invariant models of classical
mechanics has been presented in [6]. The theories described in [6] possess four types of particles:
ordinary bosons, exotic bosons and two types of fermions (two fermions of different type mutually
commute instead of anticommuting). The canonical quantization of some of these models has
been performed in [7]. The resulting Hamiltonians possess a Z2ˆZ2-graded invariance. Besides
recovering the [5] single-particle quantum Hamiltonians, in [7] multiparticle Hamiltonians which
allow the presence of interacting terms have also been obtained. The most recent work on this
line of research concerns the construction of two-dimensional sigma-models [8].
Parastatistics were introduced in [41] by replacing the ordinary canonical (anti)commutation
relations with more general algebraic triple relations. Triple relations also appear in the systems
of combined parabosons and parafermions investigated in [42]. It was pointed out in [43] (for
parabosons) and [44] (for parabosons and parafermions) that triple relations can be realized as
2
graded Jacobi identities of certain Lie superalgebras. In the light of these results the theory
of Lie superalgebras and their representations finds application to parastatistics. The specific
type of Z2ˆZ2-graded parastatistics was first introduced in [9,10]. In a series of papers [11–14]
the Z2 ˆ Z2-graded parastatistics was investigated in a Hopf algebra framework (a viewpoint
which is also adopted in this work). The most recent papers on Z2 ˆ Z2-graded parastatistics
are [15,16].
Just like ordinary boson/fermion statistics does not require a supersymmetric theory to be
applied, similarly the Z2ˆZ2-graded parastatistics only requires the particles to be consistently
accommodated into a Z2 ˆ Z2-graded setting. Nevertheless, the presence of a Z2 ˆ Z2-graded
symmetry (which necessarily implies a Z2 ˆ Z2-graded setting) simplifies the analysis of the
problem.
The quantum models in [5,7] are Z2ˆZ2-graded invariants (under both the Z2ˆZ2-graded
one-dimensional Poincare´ and the Beckers-Debergh [45] algebras). The simplest of these models
is a 4 ˆ 4 matrix oscillator Hamiltonian. It is the case investigated here since it allows being
analyzed with the powerful Hopf algebra tools (the noninteracting multiparticle states being
constructed from coproducts, see also the approaches in [46–48]), within the framework described
in Chapter 9 of [49]: the braid statistics is encoded in a braided tensor product. For the case at
hand the braiding is simply given by signs induced by the Z2 ˆ Z2-grading.
It should be stressed that, up to our knowledge, this is the first paper in which the conse-
quences of Z2 ˆ Z2-graded parastatistics are tested in a Hamiltonian theory. The papers [9–16]
are theoretical in nature and skip this point. The construction of a Z2ˆZ2-graded Hamiltonian
as an open problem to be left for future investigations was mentioned in [14].
Concerning the structure of the paper, before addressing the Z2 ˆ Z2-graded 4 ˆ 4 matrix
oscillator (which can also be regarded as a N “ 4 model of supersymmetric quantum mechanics
[50]), we discuss at first for propaedeutic reasons the 2ˆ2 matrix oscillator with N “ 2 extended
supersymmetries. Following a modern reinterpretation [46] of the Wigner’s quantization [51] this
model can be regarded either as a bosonic theory (solved by a spectrum-generating algebra of
ordinary creation/annihilation operators) or, alternatively, as a supersymmetric theory whose
spectrum is recovered from a lowest weight representation of a Lie superalgebra. This is the
content of the algebra/superalgebra duality discussed in [52]. At this level the 2 ˆ 2 oscillator
admits in the single-particle sector two interpretations (bosonic and supersymmetric); they
become two inequivalent variants of the theory in the multiparticle sector. Built on that, the 4ˆ4
matrix oscillator admits three interpretations (bosonic, supersymmetric and Z2ˆZ2-graded) as
a single particle model. These three interpretations generate three inequivalent models (bosonic,
supersymmetric and Z2ˆZ2-graded) for the multiparticle theory. The main results are presented
in Section 6.
The scheme of the paper is the following. Section 2 presents the two interpretations for the
single-particle Hamiltonian associated with the N “ 2 supersymmetric oscillator. In Section 3
the three interpretations of the single-particle N “ 4 supersymmetric oscillator are introduced.
The two inequivalent multiparticle systems associated with the N “ 2 oscillator are presented
in Section 4. The three different multiparticle systems (bosonic, supersymmetric and Z2 ˆ Z2-
graded) associated with the N “ 4 oscillator are computed in Section 5. The proof that the
Z2 ˆ Z2-graded and supersymmetric versions of the multiparticle systems lead to inequivalent
theories is given in Section 6. A summary of results with comments and directions of future
investigations is presented in Conclusions. Two appendices are included in order to make the
paper self-contained. In Appendix A the basic features of Z2ˆZ2-graded Lie superalgebras are
briefly recalled, while in Appendix B a summary of Hopf algebras and braided tensor products
is furnished.
3
2 Two graded variants of the N “ 2 supersymmetric oscillator
In this Section we consider the 2 ˆ 2 matrix Hamiltonian H2 of the one-particle N “ 2 super-
symmetric oscillator, given by
H2 “ 1
2
ˆ
´B2x ` x
2 ´ 1 0
0 ´B2x ` x
2 ` 1
˙
. (1)
It is expressed as
H2 “ B:2B2 ` f :f, with f :f “
ˆ
0 0
0 1
˙
, (2)
in terms of the operators B2, B
:
2, f, f
: given by
B2 “ b ¨ I2, B:2 “ b: ¨ I2, with b “ i?2pBx ` xq, b: “ i?2pBx ´ xq,
f “
ˆ
0 1
0 0
˙
, f : “
ˆ
0 0
1 0
˙
. (3)
The creation, B:2, f
:, and annihilation, B2, f , operators satisfy the commutators
rH2, B2s “ ´B2, rH2, B:2s “ B:2, , rH2, f s “ ´f, rH2, f :s “ f :. (4)
The normalized Fock vacuum state |vacy2 is introduced through the positions
B2|vacy2 “ f |vacy2 “ 0, p‖|vacy2‖ “ 1q, so that (5)
|vacy2 “ π´ 14
ˆ
exp p´ 1
2
x
2q
0
˙
. (6)
The single particle Hilbert space H
p1q
2 is spanned by the normalized energy eigenvectors |n; δy2,
introduced through
|n; δy2 “ 1?
n!
pB:2qnpf :qδ|vacy2, for n P N0, δ “ 0, 1. (7)
They are such that
H2|n; δy2 “ pn` δq|n; δy2, p|vacy2 ” |0; 0y2q. (8)
The energy spectrum
En,δ “ n` δ, En`δ P N0, (9)
is doubly degenerate for positive integers since
En´1,1 “ En,0 “ n for n “ 1, 2, . . . . (10)
This degeneracy is denoted as “d2pEq”. It follows that d2p0q “ 1, d2pnq “ 2 for n P N.
The two hermitian operators Q1, Q2 (Q
:
i “ Qi for i “ 1, 2), given by
Q1 “ B2f : ` fB:2, Q2 “ ´iB2f : ` ifB:2, (11)
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satisfy the N “ 2 one-dimensional super-Poincare´ algebra
tQi, Qju “ 2δijH2, rH2, Qis “ 0 pfor i, j “ 1, 2q. (12)
Due to the presence of Q1, Q2, the Hamiltonian H2 is N “ 2 supersymmetric. This property
explains [50] the double degeneracy of the energy spectrum for positive integer eigenvalues.
The single-particle quantum theory defined by the H2 Hamiltonian admits two different, but
physically equivalent, interpretations: a bosonic and a supersymmetric interpretation. From now
on, following the conventions introduced in Appendix A, a given Z
rps
2 -graded Lie (super)algebra
(with p “ 0, 1, 2) will be denoted with the symbol “grps” to stress its graded properties.
Let us now briefly discuss the two interpretations.
Interpretation 1 (bosonic): in this version of the theory all orthonormal states |n; δy2 spanning the
Hilbert space H
p1q
2 are assumed to be bosonic. The creation/annihilation operators B2, B
:
2, f, f
:
are generators of an ordinary Lie algebra defined by commutators. The spectrum-generating Lie
algebra L
r0s
2 of the model is spanned by the 6 generators I2, B2, B
:
2, f, f
:, h. We have
tI2, B2, B:2, f, f :, hu P Lr0s2 , where Lr0s2 “ hp1q ‘ su2 (13)
(here and throughout the paper, the symbol “In” denotes the nˆ n identity matrix).
The nonvanishing commutators in L
r0s
2 are
rB2, B:2s “ I2, rf, f :s “ h, rh, f s “ 2f, rh, f :s “ ´2f :. (14)
The generators B2, B
:
2, I2 belong to the Heisenberg subalgebra hp1q, while h is the Cartan element
and f, f : the positive/negative roots of su2. The operators h, f, f : close a spin-12 representation
of su2 with f, f
: given in (3), while h is
h “
ˆ
1 0
0 ´1
˙
. (15)
Interpretation 2 (supersymmetric): this is the “original” interpretation of H2 as a supersymmet-
ric Hamiltonian. The energy eigenstates |n; δy2 are assumed to be bosonic for δ “ 0 and fermionic
for δ “ 1. The creation/annihilation operators B2, B:2, f, f : belong to a Z2-graded Lie superal-
gebra, with B2, B
:
2 in the even sector and f, f
: in the odd sector. The spectrum-generating Lie
superalgebra L
r1s
2 of the model is spanned by the 5 generators I2, B2, B
:
2, f, f
::
tI2, B2, B:2, f, f :u P Lr1s2 , where Lr1s2 “ hp1|1q,
tI2, B2, B:2u P hp1|1qr0s ” hp1q, tf, f :u P hp1|1qr1s. (16)
The nonvanishing (anti)commutators defining hp1|1q are
rB2, B:2s “ I2, tf, f :u “ I2. (17)
This is the Heisenberg superalgebra of one bosonic and one fermionic oscillator.
The following comments are relevant:
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1st comment: for the single-particle Hamiltonian the two interpretations i) and ii) are phys-
ically equivalent. They are both admissible interpretations of the same physical model.
2nd comment: for the multiparticle Hamiltonians constructed from H2 the situation changes.
The constructions i) and ii) are no longer just interpretations, but two different variants pro-
ducing inequivalent physical models. To understand how this is possible one should take into
account that indistinguishable particles must be properly (anti)-symmetrized in accordance with
the boson/fermion statistics.
3rd comment: as a technical remark, the inequivalence of the multiparticle theories can also be
understood as follows. The condition pf :q2 “ 0 is encoded in the Lie superalgebra hp1|1q itself
as the anticommutator tf :, f :u “ 0, while in the bosonic version it is the output of the spin-1
2
representation of sup2q. Multiparticle-theories induce higher spin representations of sup2q.
4th comment: in the supersymmetric interpretation the operator
NF “
ˆ
0 0
0 1
˙
(18)
is the “Fermion Parity Operator”, defining bosons (fermions) as its 0 (respectively, 1) eigenstates.
It is related by a constant diagonal shift to the “spin operator” S of the bosonic interpretation,
defined as
S “ ´1
2
h “
ˆ
´ 1
2
0
0 1
2
˙
. (19)
3 Three graded variants of the N “ 4 supersymmetric oscillator
The 4ˆ 4 matrix Hamiltonian H4 of the one-particle N “ 4 supersymmetric oscillator is
H4 “ 1
2
¨
˚˝ ´B2x ` x2 ´ 1 0 0 00 ´B2x ` x2 ´ 1 0 0
0 0 ´B2x ` x
2 ` 1 0
0 0 0 ´B2x ` x
2 ` 1
˛
‹‚. (20)
It corresponds to a “doubling” of the N “ 2 oscillator since
H4 ” H2 ‘H2. (21)
It follows, in particular, that its energy spectrum coincides with the H2 energy spectrum, the
energy eigenvalues being En “ n for n P N0, but the degeneracy d4pEnq of each energy level En
is twice with respect to d2pEnq:
H2 : d2p0q “ 1, d2pnq “ 2 for n P N,
H4 : d4p0q “ 2, d4pnq “ 4 for n P N. (22)
The N “ 4 supersymmetry is guaranteed by the existence of 4 hermitian operators QI (I “
1, 2, 3, 4 and Q
:
I “ QI) satisfying the one-dimensional N “ 4 super-Poincare´ algebra
tQI , QJu “ 2δIJH4, rH4, QI s “ 0 pfor I, J “ 1, 2, 3, 4q. (23)
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The supersymmetry operators QI can be expressed as
Q1 “
i?
2
¨
˚˝ 0 0 ´Bx ` x 00 0 0 Bx ´ x
´Bx ´ x 0 0 0
0 Bx ` x 0 0
˛
‹‚, Q2 “ 1?
2
¨
˚˝ 0 0 0 Bx ´ x0 0 ´Bx ` x 0
0 Bx ` x 0 0
´Bx ´ x 0 0 0
˛
‹‚,
Q3 “
i?
2
¨
˚˝ 0 0 0 ´Bx ` x0 0 ´Bx ` x 0
0 ´Bx ´ x 0 0
´Bx ´ x 0 0 0
˛
‹‚, Q4 “ 1?
2
¨
˚˝ 0 0 Bx ´ x 00 0 0 Bx ´ x
´Bx ´ x 0 0 0
0 ´Bx ´ x 0 0
˛
‹‚.
(24)
The Hamiltonian H4 is also invariant (see [5, 7]) under the Z2 ˆ Z2-graded one-dimensional
Poincare´ superalgebra pr2s defined by the operators H4, Q1, Q2, Z accommodated in the graded
sectors
H4 P pr2sr00s, Q1 P p
r2s
r10s, Q2 P p
r2s
r01s, Z P p
r2s
r11s. (25)
The (anti)commutators definining pr2s are
rQ1, Q2s “ iZ, rZ,H4s “ 0, rH4, Q1s “ rH4, Q2s “ 0,
tQ1, Q1u “ tQ2, Q2u “ H4, tZ,Q1u “ tZ,Q2u “ 0. (26)
The hermitian operator Z “ Z: is
Z “
¨
˚˝ 0 ´B2x ` x2 ´ 1 0 0´B2x ` x2 ´ 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 ´B2x ` x
2 ` 1
0 0 ´B2x ` x
2 ` 1 0
˛
‹‚. (27)
We can introduce the following creation, B:4, a
:
0, a
:
1, a
:
2, and annihilation, B4, a0, a1, a2, operators
defined as
B
:
4 “ b ¨ I4, B4 “ b: ¨ I4, where b “ i?2pBx ` xq, b: “ i?2pBx ´ xq (28)
and
a0 “
¨
˚˝ 0 1 0 00 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
˛
‹‚, a1 “
¨
˚˝ 0 0 1 00 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
˛
‹‚, a2 “
¨
˚˝ 0 0 0 10 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
˛
‹‚,
a
:
0 “
¨
˚˝ 0 0 0 01 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
˛
‹‚, a:1 “
¨
˚˝ 0 0 0 00 0 0 0
1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
˛
‹‚, a:2 “
¨
˚˝ 0 0 0 00 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0
˛
‹‚. (29)
We have
rH4, B4s “ ´B4, rH4, B:4s “ B:4, , rH4, ais “ ´ai, rH4, a:i s “ a:i for i “ 1, 2,
(30)
while, due to the (21) double degeneracy of the states,
rH4, a0s “ rH4, a:0s “ 0. (31)
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The normalized Fock vacuum |vacy4 is annihilated by B4, a0, a1, a2:
B4|vacy4 “ a0|vacy4 “ a1|vacy4 “ a2|vacy4 “ 0, (32)
so that
|vacy4 “ π´
1
4 ep´
1
2
x2q
¨
˚˝ 10
0
0
˛
‹‚. (33)
The single particle Hilbert spaceH
p1q
4 is spanned by the normalized energy eigenvectors |n; δ0δ1δ2y4,
introduced through
|n; δ0δ1δ2y4 “ 1?
n!
pB:4qnpa:0qδ0pa:1qδ1pa:2qδ2 |vacy4, for n P N0, δ0, δ1, δ2 “ 0, 1,
with 0 ď δ0 ` δ1 ` δ2 ď 1. (34)
The constraint on δ0 ` δ1 ` δ2 is due to the relations, for the creation operators a:0, a:1, a:2,
a:ra
:
s “ 0 @ r, s “ 0, 1, 2. (35)
The energy eigenvalues En;δ0δ1δ2 are
H4|n; δ0δ1δ2y4 “ En;δ0δ1δ2 |n; δ0δ1δ2y4,
En;δ0δ1δ2 “ n` δ1 ` δ2. (36)
The Fock state |vacy4 ” |0; 000y4 is one of the two degenerate vacua of the theory, the other
vacuum state being |0; 100y4.
It is now clear that three interpretations for the Hamiltonian H4 can be given.
Interpretation 1 (bosonic): in this version of the theory all states are bosonic.
Interpretation 2 (supersymmetric): the states satisfying δ1 ` δ2 “ 0 pmod 2q are bosons; the
states satisfying δ1 ` δ2 “ 1 are fermions. The creation operators B:4, a:0 are even, while a:1, a:2
are odd.
Interpretation 3 (Z2 ˆ Z2-graded): the Hilbert space Hp1q4 is Z2 ˆ Z2-graded:
H
p1q
4 “ Hp1q4 r00s ‘Hp1q4 r11s ‘Hp1q4 r10s ‘Hp1q4 r01s. (37)
The states |n; δ0 δ1 δ2y4, for any n P N0, are accommodated into its graded sectors as
t|n; 000y4u P Hp1q4 r00s, t|n; 100y4u P Hp1q4 r11s,
t|n; 010y4u P Hp1q4 r10s, t|n; 001y4u P Hp1q4 r01s. (38)
The Z2 ˆ Z2-grading of the creation operators is
B
:
4 P r00s, a:0 P r11s, a:1 P r10s, a:2 P r01s. (39)
1st comment: the three interpretations given above produce three different variants with in-
equivalent physics for the respective multiparticle sectors of the quantum model.
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2nd comment: due to the relations (35) the creation operators a:0, a
:
1, a
:
2 satisfy, in each of the
three above respective cases, a graded abelian (super)algebra. The (anti)commutators are
ra:r, a:su “ 0. (40)
The brackets r¨, ¨u, see (A.6), are defined in accordance with the respective grading.
4 Multiparticle sectors of the N “ 2 supersymmetric oscillator
For propaedeutic reasons, before addressing the three multiparticle variants of the N “ 4 super-
symmetric oscillator, it is here illustrated the construction of multiparticle states, via coproduct
and braided tensors, of the N “ 2 supersymmetric oscillator in its two variants. The relevant
formulas presented in Section 2 and Appendix B are recalled. To illustrate the nuances of the
construction that is later applied to the Z2ˆZ2-graded oscillator, some heavy notation is carried
out. At the end the results are summarized in a simplified notation.
In the single-particle case the state of the system is uniquely determined by the two compat-
ible observables H2 (H2 “ B:2B2 ¨ I2`NF ) and NF introduced in (1) and (18), respectively. The
unique bosonic vacuum state |vacy2 introduced in (6) is defined as satisfying the Fock’s condi-
tions (5). The single-particle Hilbert space H
p1q
2 is spanned, see (7), by the creation operators
B2
:, f : acting on the vacuum.
The M ą 1 multiparticle Hilbert space HpMq2 is a subset of tensor products of M single-
particle Hilbert spaces:
H
pMq
2 Ă Hp1q2 b . . . bHp1q2 , ptensor product of M spacesq. (41)
The coproduct ∆ : U Ñ UbU of a Universal Enveloping Algebra Upgrpsq of a graded Lie algebra
grps, see (B.2), satisfies ∆p1q “ 1 b 1, ∆pgq “ 1 b g ` g b 1 for g P grps and ∆pUAUBq “
∆pUAq∆pUBq for UA,B P U (formulas (B.6, B.7, B.4), respectively).
The coassociativity property (B.5) allows to recursively determine ∆pM`1q as
∆pM`1q “ p1b∆q∆pMq “ p∆b 1q∆pMq pwith ∆p1q ” ∆q, (42)
where ∆pMq maps U in the tensor product of M ` 1 spaces:
∆pMq : U Ñ UbM`1. (43)
The braiding of the tensor spaces, defined in (B.9), for the cases under consideration here is at
most realized by a ´1 sign.
The unique bosonic vacuum |vacypMq2 of the M -particle N “ 2 oscillator is determined by
the Fock conditions, for the annihilation operators B2, f introduced in (3),
∆pM´1qpB2q|vacypMq2 “ ∆pM´1qpfq|vacypMq2 “ 0. (44)
The normalized M -particle vacuum |vacypMq2 is expressed as
|vacypMq2 “ |vacy2 b . . .b |vacy2 P HpMq2 . (45)
Once determined the M -particle vacuum, the M -particle excited states and the observables
are recovered from, respectively, the coproducts of the creation operators B:2, f
: in (3) and of
H2, NF :
excited states : ∆pM´1qppB:2qnpf :qrq; observables : ∆pM´1qpH2q, ∆pM´1qpNF q, (46)
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where n P N0 and r is restricted as shown below.
We can therefore focus on the Universal Enveloping Algebras U induced by the operators
B
:
2, f
:,H2, Nf .
In the bosonic variant we have Uptr0sq, where tr0s is the Lie algebra defined by the commu-
tators
rH2, NF s “ rNF , B:2s “ rB:2, f :s “ 0,
rH2, B:2s “ B:2, rH2, f :s “ f :, rNF , f :s “ f :. (47)
In the supersymmetric variant we have Uptr1sq, where tr1s is the Lie superalgebra recovered
by assuming H2, NF , B
:
2 to be even and f
: to be odd. It is defined by the same set of (47)
commutators with the addition of a single (anti)commutator given by
tf :, f :u “ 0. (48)
The Lie superalgebra homomorphism realized by the coproduct implies, in the superalgebra
case, that the extra relation (48) produces, for any integer M ě 2, the relations
t∆pM´1qpf :q,∆pM´1qpf :qu “ 0 ñ ∆pM´1qppf :q2q “ 0. (49)
As explained in formula (B.11), the above equations are consequences of the ´1 sign entering
the braided tensor for the fermionic generator f :.
In the bosonic case we have ∆pM´1qppf :q2q ‰ 0 for any integer M ě 2 (see formula (B.10) for
M “ 2). By taking into account that pf :q2 “ 0, the maximal value r such that ∆pM´1qppf :qrq ‰
0 while ∆pM´1qppf :qr`1q “ 0, is reached for r “M . For that value
∆pM´1qppf :qM q 9 f : b f : b . . .b f :. (50)
In the bosonic case the nonvanishing coproducts
∆pM´1qppf :qrq, r “ 0, 1, . . . ,M, (51)
are accommodated into a spin-M
2
representation of the su2 subalgebra of the spectrum-generating
algebra L
r0s
2 introduced in (13).
We can discriminate the bosonic versus the supersymmetric construction by introducing the
p “ 0, 1 parameter which denotes the Zp2-grading of the trps (super)algebras introduced above.
By using this convention, the normalized M -particle states are expressed as
|n; rypMqp 9
{
∆
pM´1q
p ppB:2qnpf :qrq|vacypMq2 (52)
(the hat indicates the evaluation of the coproducts in the given representation).
They are eigenstates of the M -particle energy and NF operators, respectively denoted as{
∆
pM´1q
p pH2q and {∆pM´1qp pNF q. Their eigenvalues are
{
∆
pM´1q
p pH2q|n; rypMqp “ pn` rq|n; rypMqp ,{
∆
pM´1q
p pNF q|n; rypMqp “ r|n; rypMqp . (53)
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The bosonic (p “ 0) and the supersymmetric (p “ 1) Hilbert spaces HpMqp are spanned by the
eigenvectors
|n; rypMq0 P HpMq0 with n P N0, r “ 0, 1, . . . ,M,
|n; rypMq1 P HpMq1 with n P N0, r “ 0, 1.
(54)
The supersymmetric Hilbert space is a subset of the bosonic Hilbert space,
H
pMq
1 Ă HpMq0 ,
since |n; rypMq1 “ |n; rypMq0 in the common range n P N0, r “ 0, 1. (55)
For the M “ 1 single-particle case we have, in particular,
|n; ryp1q0 “ |n; ryp1q1 ” |n; ry, with Hp1q1 “ Hp1q0 . (56)
By taking into account that the creation/annihilation operators b “ i?
2
pBx`xq, b: “ i?2pBx´xq
introduced in (3) can be expressed, in each j-th space of the tensor product, by a different
coordinate xj (the position of the j-th particle, with xjxk “ xkxj for any j, k), the derived
multiparticle HamiltoniansHpMq and the diagonal operators N pMqF “ ∆pM´1qpNF q, up toM ď 3,
can be written as
Hp1q “ 1
2
p´B2x1 ` x21 ´ 1q ¨ I2 `N
p1q
F , N
p1q
F “ diagp0, 1q,
Hp2q “ 1
2
p´B2x1 ´ B2x2 ` x21 ` x22 ´ 2q ¨ I4 `N
p2q
F , N
p2q
F “ diagp0, 1, 1, 2q,
Hp3q “ 1
2
p´B2x1 ´ B2x2 ´ B2x3 ` x21 ` x22 ` x23 ´ 3q ¨ I8 `N
p3q
F , N
p3q
F “ diagp0, 1, 2, 3, 1, 2, 3, 4q.
(57)
In terms of the normalized two-component single-particle states
|n; ry ” ψn;rpx1q, r “ 0, 1, (58)
the normalized M “ 2 multiparticle states |n; ryp2q read as follows:
|n; 0yp2q “ Nn;0
nÿ
k“0
ˆ
n
k
˙
|n´ k; 0y b |k; 0y ”
Nn;0
nÿ
k“0
ˆ
n
k
˙
ψn´k;0px1q ¨ ψk;0px2q,
|n; 1yp2q “ Nn;1
nÿ
k“0
ˆ
n
k
˙
p|n´ k; 1y b |k; 0y ` |n´ k; 0y b |k; 1yq ”
Nn;1
nÿ
k“0
ˆ
n
k
˙
pψn´k;1px1q ¨ ψk;0px2q ` ψn´k;0px1q ¨ ψk;1px2qq,
p˚q |n; 2yp2q “ Nn;2
nÿ
k“0
ˆ
n
k
˙
|n´ k; 1y b |k; 1y ”
Nn;2
nÿ
k“0
ˆ
n
k
˙
ψn´k;1px1q ¨ ψk;1px2q. (59)
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The asterisk in front of the |n; 2yp2q states indicates that they only enter the bosonic theory. They
are excluded in the supersymmetric theory due to the Pauli exclusion principle for fermions.
The normalization coefficients Nn;r for r “ 0, 1, 2 are recovered from the central binomial
coefficients Bn “ 2n!pn!q2 which give rise to the 1, 2, 6, 20, 70, 252, . . . sequence (sequence A000984
in the OEIS, On-line Encyclopedia of Integer Sequences, database). We have
Nn;0 “ Nn;2 “ 1?
Bn
, Nn;1 “ 1?
2Bn
. (60)
The M “ 3 three-particle states |n; ryp3q for n ą 0 can be easily recovered from the n “ 0,
|0; ryp3q normalized states given by
|0; 0yp3q “ |0; 0y b |0; 0y b |0; 0y,
|0; 1yp3q “ 1?
3
p|0; 1y b |0; 0y b |0; 0y ` |0; 0y b |0; 1y b |0; 0y ` |0; 0y b |0; 0y b |0; 1yq,
p˚q |0; 2yp3q “ 1?
3
p|0; 0y b |0; 1y b |0; 1y ` |0; 1y b |0; 0y b |0; 1y ` |0; 1y b |0; 1y b |0; 0yq,
p˚q |0; 3yp3q “ |0; 1y b |0; 1y b |0; 1y. (61)
The states |0; 2yp3q, |0; 3yp3q only exist in the bosonic theory.
4.1 Summary of results
The M -particle energy eigenvalues En coincide in both bosonic and supersymmetric variants,
En “ n with n P N0, (62)
but their degeneracies differ.
For the supersymmetric theory the degeneracy dsusypEnq is
@M “ 1, 2, 3, . . . : dsusypE0q “ 1, dsusypEnq “ 2 for n ą 0. (63)
For the bosonic theory the degeneracy dbospEnq is
dbospEnq “ n` 1 for n ăM, dbospEnq “M ` 1 for n ěM. (64)
The above counting is understood by taking into account that for the bosonic states |n; rypMq,
which have energy eigenvalues n ` r, r can be at most r “ M . Therefore, as an example, for
the M “ 2 two-particle case, the E “ 1 energy eigenstates are |1; 0yp2q and |0; 1yp2q. Starting
from E “ 2 we get degenerate eigenstates which include r “ 2. The three degenerate states are
|2; 0yp2q, |1; 1yp2q and |0; 2yp2q. This counting is repeated for E ą 2, so that at E “ 3 we get
|3; 0yp2q, |2; 1yp2q and |1; 2yp2q and so on.
The following table illustrates the degeneracies up to E “ 5 in the supersymmetric and the
bosonic (up to M “ 5 particles) cases:
E : 0 1 2 3 4 5
dsusy p@Mq : 1 2 2 2 2 2
dbos pM “ 1q : 1 2 2 2 2 2
dbos pM “ 2q : 1 2 3 3 3 3
dbos pM “ 3q : 1 2 3 4 4 4
dbos pM “ 4q : 1 2 3 4 5 5
dbos pM “ 5q : 1 2 3 4 5 6
(65)
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The degenerate bosonic energy eigenstates are accommodated into
the spin-n
2
representation of su2 for n ăM,
the spin-M
2
representation of su2 for n ěM. (66)
The operator S which measures the spin, introduced in (19), is a shift of the NF operator:
S “ NF ´ 12 ¨ I2.
Comment: a physical application can be envisaged based on the following scenario. Let’s
suppose that we have established that the single-particle sector of a physical system under in-
vestigation possesses the E “ 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . energy spectrum with respective degeneracies dpEq “
1, 2, 2, 2, . . .. We still don’t know whether the system under consideration is only composed
by bosons or (the supersymmetric case being realized) by bosons and fermions. To establish
this the investigation of the multiparticle sector is required. The simplest answer is provided
for two particles at the energy level E “ 2. In the bosonic case the extra state |0; 2yp2q, not
allowed in the supersymmetric case, is present. The complete set of two-particle observables
H
p2q
2 , N
p2q
F uniquely characterize |0; 2yp2q by their pair of p2, 2q respective eigenvalues. If this pair
of eigenvalues is observed, then the supersymmetric case must be excluded.
5 Multiparticle sectors of the N “ 4 supersymmetric oscillator
We start here the investigation of the physical consequences, in the multiparticle sector, of
the three graded variants of the N “ 4 supersymmetric oscillator introduced in (20). The
methods that we are employing have been illustrated in Section 4 in application to the N “ 2
supersymmetric oscillator. This gives the opportunity to focus on the relevant questions and
results without unnecessary distracting technicalities.
Since the main question that we are addressing concerns the physical signature of the Z2ˆZ2-
grading with respect to the Z2-grading, the bosonic variant will just be sketched (it will be
discussed, in any case, for completeness). It is already clear, by extending the results of Section
4, that it produces a different physics with respect to both other (Z2- and Z2 ˆ Z2-graded)
variants of the theory.
5.1 The single-particle case revisited
For our purposes we introduce two different complete sets of 4 compatible observables.
The Hamiltonian (20) can be written as
H4 “ 1
2
p´B2x ` x2 ´ 1q ¨ I4 `Nf , with Nf “
¨
˚˝ 0 0 0 00 0 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
˛
‹‚. (67)
With an abuse of language we can refer to Nf as the Fermion Parity Operator, even if this is
only true in the supersymmetric and Z2 ˆ Z2-graded interpretations of the model.
The other observables that we are considering are
Nv “
¨
˚˝ 0 0 0 00 1 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
˛
‹‚, Nw “
¨
˚˝ 0 0 0 00 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0
˛
‹‚, NT “ Nv `Nw (68)
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and
Xf “
¨
˚˝ 0 0 0 00 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0
˛
‹‚. (69)
The operator Xf exchanges the fermions in the Z2- and Z2 ˆ Z2-graded interpretations of the
model.
With these positions we have
Set 1: the operators H4, Nf , Nv, Nw furnish a complete set of 4 compatible, mutually com-
muting, observables;
Set 2: the operators H4, Nf , NT ,Xf furnish a complete set of 4 compatible, mutually com-
muting, observables.
The grading of these operators is summarized as follows.
Remark 1: the diagonal operators H4, Nf , Nv , Nw, NT are 0-graded when assuming the Z
0
2-
and Z12-graded versions of the theory; they are 00-graded in the Z
2
2-graded version.
Remark 2: the operator Xf is 0-graded (bosonic) when assuming the Z
0
2- and Z
1
2-graded
versions of the theory; it is 11-graded in the Z22-graded version.
The single-particle Hilbert space from now on will be simply denoted as Hp1q; it is spanned
by the orthonormal vectors |n; δ0δ1δ2y4 introduced in (34), with n P N0 and δ0, δ1, δ2 satisfying
0 ď δ0 ` δ1 ` δ2 ď 1. For simplicity we drop the suffix 4 so that we can write
t|n; 000y, |n; 100y, |n; 010y, |n; 001yu P Hp1q, for n P N0. (70)
As a vector space the Hilbert space Hp1q is the same in all three Zp2, p “ 0, 1, 2, graded versions
of the theory. Once introduced the symbol H
pMq
p to denote the M -particle Hilbert space in the
Z
p
2-graded variant of the theory, the above statement can be expressed as
H
p1q
0 “ Hp1q1 “ Hp1q2 ” Hp1q. (71)
The vectors |n; 000y, |n; 100y, |n; 010y, |n; 001y form an orthonormal basis of eigenvectors
for the H4, Nf , Nv , Nw set of complete compatible observables.
The vectors |n; 000y, |n; 100y, |n; 0`y, |n; 0´y, with |n; 0˘y defined as
|n; 0˘y “ 1?
2
p|n; 010y ˘ |n; 001yq, (72)
form an orthonormal basis of eigenvectors for the H4, Nf , NT ,Xf set of complete compatible
observables.
The corresponding eigenvalues can be read from the respective tables below.
For the first set of observables we have:
H4 Nf Nv Nw
|n; 000y : n 0 0 0
|n; 100y : n 0 1 1
|n; 010y : n` 1 1 0 1
|n; 001y : n` 1 1 1 0
(73)
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For the second set of observables we have:
H4 Nf NT Xf
|n; 000y : n 0 0 0
|n; 100y : n 0 2 0
|n; 0`y : n` 1 1 1 1
|n; 0´y : n` 1 1 1 ´1
(74)
5.2 The multiparticle Hilbert spaces
We present now the construction of the Zp2-gradedM -particle Hilbert spaces H
pMq
p for p “ 0, 1, 2;
its vectors will be denoted as |vypMqp P HpMqp . We have
HpMqp Ă pHp1qqbM . (75)
The single-particle annihilation and creation operators have been introduced in (28) (B4, B
:
4)
and (29) (a0, a1, a2, a
:
0, a
:
1, a
:
2). The Z
p
2-graded coproducts will be denoted as ∆p. Just like the
N “ 2 counterpart, the M -particle Fock vacuum |0; 000ypMqp is defined by requiring
∆pM´1qp pgq|0; 000ypMqp “ 0 for g “ B4, a0, a1, a2. (76)
The same Fock vacuum |0; 000ypMq ” |0; 000yMqp is found for p “ 0, 1, 2; we have
|0; 000ypMq “ |0; 000y b . . .b |0; 000y P HpMqp . (77)
The excited states are created via the coproducts ∆p defined on the Universal Enveloping Algebra
Uparpsq of the Zp2-graded abelian (i.e., all (anti)commutators are vanishing) superalgebra arps
induced by the creation operators B:4, a
:
0, a
:
1, a
:
2. The grading assignment, see (A.2), is
p “ 0 : B:4, a:0, a:1, a:2 P ar0sr0s,
p “ 1 : B:4, a:0 P ar1sr0s, a:1, a:2 P a
r1s
r1s,
p “ 2 : B:4 P ar2sr00s, a:0 P a
r2s
r11s, a
:
1 P ar2sr10s, a:2 P a
r2s
r01s. (78)
The Hilbert space H
pMq
p is spanned by the normalized vectors |n; r0r1r2ypMqp such that
|n; r0r1r2ypMqp 9
{
∆
pM´1q
p ppB:4qnpa:0qr0pa:1qr1pa:2qr2q ¨ |0; 000ypMq, (79)
with n P N0, while the restrictions on r0, r1, r2 are given below. The hat on the coproduct
symbol means that it is evaluated in the representation given by formulas (28) and (29).
The constraints on r0, r1, r2 are recovered by applying the same reasonings discussed in
Section 4 to derive formula (54). We get
for p “ 0 : 0 ď r0, r1, r2 ďM,
for p “ 1, 2 : 0 ď r0 ďM ; r1, r2 “ 0, 1, together with
for p “ 0, 1, 2 : 0 ď r0 ` r1 ` r2 ďM. (80)
The grading of the vectors |n; r0r1r2ypMqp is determined, see (A.11), from the assignment of the
grading of the Fock state |0; 000ypMq, given by
|0; 000ypMq P r0s for p “ 0, 1, |0; 000ypMq P r00s for p “ 2. (81)
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Since B:4 “ b: ¨ I4, where b: is the oscillator introduced in (28), the coproduct x∆ppB:4q readsx∆ppB:4q “ B:4 b I4 ` I4 bB:4 “ 2b: ¨ I16; more generally we have
{
∆
pM´1q
p ppB:4qnq 9 pb:qn ¨ I4M , (82)
so that the vectors |n; r0r1r2ypMqp can be expressed as
|n; r0r1r2ypMqp 9 pb:qn ¨
{
∆
pM´1q
p ppa:0qr0pa:1qr1pa:2qr2q ¨ |0; 000ypMq, (83)
therefore separating the differential part given by the powers of b:. At n “ 0 the operators{
∆
pM´1q
p ppa:0qr0pa:1qr1pa:2qr2q are a set of 4M ˆ4M constant real matrices whose total number dpMqp
is derived from the restrictions (80).
The finite-dimensional vector spaces H
pMq
fin;p Ă HpMqp of dimension dpMqp are obtained by
applying the
{
∆
pM´1q
p ppa:0qr0pa:1qr1pa:2qr2q coproducts to the vacuum |0; 000ypMq. The counting of
d
pMq
p goes as follows. In the supersymmetric and Z2ˆZ2 grading (p “ 1, 2) the restrictions (80)
give, for d
pMq
1 “ dpMq2 ” dpMqsusy{Z2ˆZ2 ,
M ` 1 states from r1 “ r2 “ 0;
2ˆM states from r1 “ 1, r2 “ 0 and r1 “ 0, r2 “ 1;
M ´ 1 states from r1 “ r2 “ 1. (84)
Therefore, the dimension d
pMq
susy{Z2ˆZ2 of the supersymmetric and Z2 ˆ Z2-graded finite Hilbert
spaces H
pMq
fin;1,H
pMq
fin;2 is
d
pMq
susy{Z2ˆZ2 “ M ` 1` 2ˆM `M ´ 1 “ 4M. (85)
In the bosonic case the counting takes into account that, for an admissible j ą 1 given by
r1` r2 “ j, there are j` 1 combinations (r1 “ j, r2 “ 0; r1 “ j´ 1, r2 “ 1; . . . ; r1 “ 0, r2 “ j)
producing the same number of states. It is easily shown, after some combinatorics, that d
pMq
0 ”
d
pMq
bos is recovered from the tetrahedral numbers T pMq, defined as
T pMq “
Mÿ
j“0
P pjq for P pjq “ 1
2
pj ` 2qpj ` 1q. (86)
In the above formulas P pjq represents the partition of j identical objects in 3 boxes.
Starting from M “ 0, 1, 2, . . ., the tetrahedral numbers produce the sequence
1, 4, 10, 20, 35, 56, . . . (sequence A000292 in the OEIS database).
The explicit formula for the dimension d
pMq
bos of the bosonic finite Hilbert spaces H
pMq
0 is
d
pMq
bos “ T pMq “
1
6
pM3 ` 6M2 ` 11M ` 6q. (87)
Remark: In the tensor product construction, the M -particle N “ 4 Hamiltonians are re-
alized by 4M ˆ 4M matrices with differential entries. Since, however, the p “ 0, 1, 2 physical
Hilbert spaces H
pMq
p are, see (75), a subset of pHp1qqbM , the Hamiltonians can be projected
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onto the H
pMq
p subspaces and therefore expressed by d
pMq
p ˆ dpMqp matrices with differential en-
tries. In the supersymmetric and Z2ˆZ2-graded cases the vectors which respectively belong to
H
pMq
1 ,H
pMq
2 have d
pMq
susy{Z2ˆZ2 components, while in the bosonic case the vectors in H
pMq
1 have
d
pMq
bos components.
It has to be noted, in particular, that while the size of the columns/rows of pHp1qqbM
grows exponentially with M as 4M (4, 16, 64, 256, . . .), the dimension of the supersymmetric and
Z2 ˆ Z2-graded column vectors grows linearly as 4M (4, 8, 12, 16, . . .). This counting allows
to make the connection between the present construction and the derivation of the 2-particle
Z2 ˆ Z2-graded invariant quantum Hamiltonians obtained in [7] by quantizing classical actions.
In that paper the Hamiltonians, the observables and the creation operators are 8 ˆ 8 matrix
differential operators. The N “ 4 oscillator Hamiltonian under consideration here is a specfic
example of the large class of Z2 ˆ Z2-graded invariant Hamiltonians (which even allow for the
presence of multiparticle interacting terms) obtained in [7].
5.3 Energy degeneracies and quantum numbers
The first set of compatible observables H4, Nf , Nv , Nw introduced in (67) and (68) induces an
abelian algebra a. Let U ” Upaq be its associated Universal Enveloping Algebra and let g P a
denote one of the four observables mentioned above. The M -particle observable induced by g is
recovered by evaluating the coproduct ∆pm´1qpgq P U b . . . b U in the representation given by
(67,68). The corresponding operator {∆pM´1qpgq will be denoted, for simplicity, as gpMq.
The four derived operators H
pMq
4 , N
pMq
f , N
pMq
v , N
pMq
w define a complete set of compatible
observables for each one of the p “ 0, 1, 2 variants of the M -particle Hilbert space HpMqp . Their
common eigenvectors |n; r0r1r2ypMqp have been introduced in (79). Their respective eigenvalues
are
H
pMq
4 |n; r0r1r2ypMqp “ pn` r1 ` r2q|n; r0r1r2ypMqp ,
N
pMq
f |n; r0r1r2ypMqp “ pr1 ` r2q|n; r0r1r2ypMqp ,
N pMqv |n; r0r1r2ypMqp “ pr0 ` r2q|n; r0r1r2ypMqp ,
N pMqw |n; r0r1r2ypMqp “ pr0 ` r1q|n; r0r1r2ypMqp . (88)
The spectrum of the multiparticle Hamiltonian H
pMq
4 is given by the set of non-negative integers
E “ 0, 1, 2, 3, . . .. The degeneracy of each energy level E is computed by taking into account
the (80) restrictions on r0, r1, r2.
In the supersymmetric and Z2 ˆ Z2-graded cases (which will be denoted with the subscript
p “ 1, 2) we obtain, adapting formula (84), the degeneracy of the energy level E. To avoid
confusion with other symbols, we indicate the degeneracy in this Section as “71,2pEq”. We get
7pMq1,2 p0q “ M ` 1, pstates obtained from n “ r1 “ r2 “ 0q;
7pMq1,2 p1q “ 3M ` 1, pM ` 1 states from n “ 1, r1 “ r2 “ 0; 2M from n “ 0, r1 ` r2 “ 1q;
7pMq1,2 p2q “ 4M, p3M ` 1 states from n “ 1, 2; M ´ 1 states from n “ 0, r1 ` r2 “ 2q.
(89)
The E ą 2 counting repeats the above E “ 2 counting with the shift, in the right hand side,
nÑ n`E ´ 2, so that
7pMq1,2 p0q “M ` 1, 7pMq1,2 p1q “ 3M ` 1, 7pMq1,2 pEq “ 4M for E ě 2. (90)
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The counting in the (p “ 0) bosonic case of the 7pMq0 pEq degeneracy for E P N0, M P N is based
on the expansion
pM ` 1q ` 2M ` 3pM ´ 1q ` . . .` pj ` 1qpM ´ j ` 1q ` . . . “ řEj“0pj ` 1qpM ´ j ` 1q. (91)
The sum of the above series gives two terms, one linear in M and the other one depending only
on E. We have
Eÿ
j“0
pj ` 1qpM ´ j ` 1q “ ApEq ¨M ´BpEq, with
ApEq “ 1
2
pE2 ` 3E ` 2q, BpEq “ 1
6
p2E ´ 3qpE ` 2qpE ` 1q. (92)
Statring from E “ 0, 1, 2, . . ., the term BpEq produces the sequence ´1,´1, 2, 10, 25, 49, . . .
(sequence A058373 in the OEIS database).
We get, for the bosonic degeneracy 7pMq0 pEq,
7pMq0 pEq “ ApEqM ´BpEq for M ď E,
7pMq0 pEq “ 7pEq0 pEq “
1
6
pE3 ` 6E2 ` 11E ` 6q for M ą E. (93)
The energy levels degeneracy grows linearly withM until reaching the maximal value atM “ E.
The following table is useful in order to compare, for low energy values E and low parti-
cle numbers M , the degeneracy of the bosonic (denoted with the “B” subscript) versus the
supersymmetric/Z2 ˆ Z2-graded (denoted with “S”) cases. We have
M : 1B 1S 2B 2S 3B 3S 4B 4S 5B 5S
E “ 0 : 2 2 3 3 4 4 5 5 6 6
E “ 1 : 4 4 7 7 10 10 13 13 16 16
E “ 2 : 4 4 10 8 16 12 22 16 28 20
E “ 3 : 4 4 10 8 20 12 30 16 40 20
E “ 4 : 4 4 10 8 20 12 35 16 50 20
E “ 5 : 4 4 10 8 20 12 35 16 56 20
(94)
Comment 1: in all three variants of the theory the vacuum state is pM ` 1q-degenerate and
the first excited level is p3M ` 1q-degenerate; furthermore, these states present the same quan-
tum numbers.
Comment 2: starting from the energy level E “ 2 the bosonic variant is discriminated with re-
spect to the supersymmetric/Z2ˆZ2-graded variants of the theory for the presence of extra states
characterized by different quantum numbers. At E “ 2, e.g., two extra states are found. They
correspond to |0; 020ypMq0 and |0; 002ypMq0 ; their respective sets of pHpMq4 , N pMqf , N pMqv , N pMqw q
eigenvalues are p2, 2, 0, 2q and p2, 2, 2, 0q. In the supersymmetric/Z2 ˆ Z2-graded variants the
states with these quantum numbers are absent due to the Pauli exclusion principle for fermions.
Comment 3: so far, with measurements conducted with the observablesH
pMq
4 , N
pMq
f , N
pMq
v , N
pMq
w ,
the supersymmetric Hilbert space H
pMq
1 and the Z2 ˆ Z2-graded Hilbert space HpMq2 cannot be
discriminated. They lead to equivalent theories as far as measurements which only involve
H
pMq
4 , N
pMq
f , N
pMq
v , N
pMq
w are performed.
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5.4 The M “ 2, 3-particle Hilbert spaces
We present here, for later convenience, the explicit formulas of the 2-particle states belonging
to the Hilbert spaces H
p2q
p for all three p “ 0, 1, 2 variants of the theory and of the 3-particle
states belonging to H
p3q
p for the p “ 1, 2 supersymmetric/Z2 ˆ Z2-graded variants.
For any p “ 0, 1, 2, the 2-particle Hp2q4 and 3-particle Hp3q4 Hamiltonians can be expressed as
H
p2q
4 “
1
2
p´B2x1 ´ B2x2 ` x21 ` x22 ´ 2q ¨ I8 `N
p2q
f with N
p2q
f “ I4 bNf `Nf b I4,
H
p3q
4 “
1
2
p´B2x1 ´ B2x2 ´ B2x3 ` x21 ` x22 ` x23 ´ 3q ¨ I64 `N
p3q
f with
N
p3q
f “ I4 b I4 bNf ` I4 bNf b I4 `Nf b I4 b I4. (95)
The diagonal operator Nf was introduced in (67).
The states will be written in terms of the column vectors vi, with entry 1 in the i-th position
and 0 otherwise. In the 2-particle case the vectors have 16 components and i “ 1, 2, . . . , 16
while, in the 3-particle case, we have i “ 1, 2, . . . , 64 for the 64-component vectors.
Since, see formula (83), the |n; r0r1r2ypMqp states are easily obtained by applying the creation
operator pb:qn to the |0; r0r1r2ypMqp states, it is sufficient for our purposes to present the p “ 0, 1, 2
finite bases of n “ 0 orthonormal vectors. We have indeed
|0; r0r1r2ypMqp P HpMqfin;p ñ |n; r0r1r2ypMqp “ 1?n!pb:qn|0; r0r1r2y
pMq
p P HpMqp , (96)
with b: given in (28).
The M -particle states are given in terms of tensor products of the normalized single-particle
vectors |0; δ0δ1δ2y (for 0 ď δ0 ` δ1 ` δ2 ď 1) given in (70).
The results are summarized as follows:
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I - Bosonic 2-particle case:
In the 2-particle case we have that the finite-dimensional bosonic Hilbert space H
p2q
fin;0 is
spanned by the 10 orthonormal vectors
|0; 000yp2q0 “ |0; 000y b |0; 000y “ G2 ¨ v1,
|0; 100yp2q0 “
1?
2
´
|0; 100y b |0; 000y ` |0; 000y b |0; 100y
¯
“ G2?
2
pv2 ` v5q,
|0; 010yp2q0 “
1?
2
´
|0; 010y b |0; 000y ` |0; 000y b |0; 010y
¯
“ G2?
2
pv3 ` v9q,
|0; 001yp2q0 “
1?
2
´
|0; 001y b |0; 000y ` |0; 000y b |0; 001y
¯
“ G2?
2
pv4 ` v13q,
|0; 110yp2q0 “
1?
2
p|0; 100y b |0; 010y ` |0; 010y b |0; 100yq “ G2?
2
pv7 ` v10q,
|0; 101yp2q0 “
1?
2
´
|0; 100y b |0; 001y ` |0; 001y b |0; 100y
¯
“ G2?
2
pv8 ` v14q,
|0; 011yp2q0 “
1?
2
´
|0; 010y b |0; 001y ` |0; 001y b |0; 010y
¯
“ G2?
2
pv12 ` v15q,
|0; 200yp2q0 “ |0; 100y b |0; 100y “ G2 ¨ v6,
|0; 020yp2q0 “ |0; 010y b |0; 010y “ G2 ¨ v11,
|0; 002yp2q0 “ |0; 001y b |0; 001y “ G2 ¨ v16. (97)
The factor G2 is the Gaussian term G2 “ 1?πe´
1
2
px2
1
`x2
2
q.
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II - Supersymmetric and Z2 ˆ Z2-graded 2-particle cases:
It is convenient to introduce a unified framework to express the Zp2-graded Hilbert spaces
H
pMq
fin;p for p “ 1, 2 by introducing a ε “ p´1qp sign (ε “ ´1 for the supersymmetric case, ε “ 1
for the Z2 ˆ Z2-graded case). The vectors spanning Hp2qfin;p for p “ 12p3 ` εq will be denoted as
|0; r0r1r2yp2q1
2
p3`εq ” |0; r0r1r2y
p2q
rεs .
The 8 orthonormal vectors of the respective ε “ ˘1 Hilbert spaces are
|0; 000yp2qrεs “ |0; 000y b |0; 000y “ G2 ¨ v1,
|0; 100yp2qrεs “
1?
2
´
|0; 100y b |0; 000y ` |0; 000y b |0; 100y
¯
“ G2?
2
pv2 ` v5q,
|0; 010yp2qrεs “
1?
2
´
|0; 010y b |0; 000y ` |0; 000y b |0; 010y
¯
“ G2?
2
pv3 ` v9q,
|0; 001yp2qrεs “
1?
2
´
|0; 001y b |0; 000y ` |0; 000y b |0; 001y
¯
“ G2?
2
pv4 ` v13q,
|0; 200yp2qrεs “ |0; 100y b |0; 100y “ G2 ¨ v6,
|0; 110yp2qrεs “
1?
2
´
|0; 100y b |0; 010y ´ ε|0; 010y b |0; 100y
¯
“ G2?
2
pv7 ´ εv10q,
|0; 101yp2qrεs “
1?
2
´
|0; 100y b |0; 001y ´ ε|0; 001y b |0; 100y
¯
“ G2?
2
pv8 ´ εv14q,
|0; 011yp2qrεs “
1?
2
´
|0; 010y b |0; 001y ` ε|0; 001y b |0; 010y
¯
“ G2?
2
pv12 ` εv15q. (98)
Some comments are in order:
i) the supersymmetric and Z2 ˆ Z2-graded Hilbert spaces are not subspaces of the bosonic
Hilbert space (H
p2q
fin;1,2 Ć Hp2qfin;0) since, e.g., in the supersymmetric case |0; 011yp2qr´1s R H
p2q
fin;0
and, in the Z2 ˆ Z2-graded case, |0; 110yp2qr`1s, |0; 101y
p2q
r`1s R H
p2q
fin;0;
ii) as vector spaces, the intersection H
p2q
fin;1 X Hp2qfin;2 ‰ H is spanned by the first 5 vectors
in formula (98). These vectors do not depend on the ε sign. Since, however, the last three
vectors differ due to the presence of ε in their right hand side, then H
p2q
fin;1 ‰ Hp2qfin;2. From (96)
we get H
p2q
1 ‰ Hp2q2 ;
iii) the (98) states are eigenvectors with `1 eigenvalue of the Sp2q12 permutation operator in-
troduced in (B.12). S
p2q
12 exchanges the first and second spaces in the right hand side tensor
products; the (anti)symmetry of the wave functions is automatically taken into account by the
signs obtained from braiding the tensors.
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III - Supersymmetric and Z2 ˆ Z2-graded 3-particle cases:
We consider here the 3-particle cases with p “ 1, 2. In the ε-unified notation, the 12 or-
thonormal vectors spanning for ε “ ˘1 the respective Hp3q
fin; 1
2
p3`εq Hilbert spaces are
|0; 000yp3qrεs “ |0; 000y b |0; 000y b |0; 000y “ G3 ¨ v1,
|0; 100yp3qrεs “
1?
3
´
|0; 100y b |0; 000y b |0; 000y ` |0; 000y b |0; 100y b |0; 000y`
|0; 000y b |0; 000y b |0; 100y
¯
“ G3?
3
¨ pv2 ` v5 ` v17q,
|0; 010yp3qrεs “
1?
3
´
|0; 010y b |0; 000y b |0; 000y ` |0; 000y b |0; 010y b |0; 000y`
|0; 000y b |0; 000y b |0; 010y
¯
“ G3?
3
¨ pv3 ` v9 ` v33q,
|0; 001yp3qrεs “
1?
3
´
|0; 001y b |0; 000y b |0; 000y ` |0; 000y b |0; 001y b |0; 000y`
|0; 000y b |0; 000y b |0; 001y
¯
“ G3?
3
¨ pv4 ` v13 ` v49q,
|0; 200yp3qrεs “
1?
3
´
|0; 100y b |0; 100y b |0; 000y ` |0; 100y b |0; 000y b |0; 100y`
|0; 000y b |0; 100y b |0; 100y
¯
“ G3?
3
¨ pv6 ` v18 ` v21q,
|0; 300yp3qrεs “ |0; 100y b |0; 100y b |0; 100y “ G3 ¨ v22,
|0; 110yp3qrεs “
1?
6
´
|0; 000y b |0; 100y b |0; 010y ´ ε|0; 000y b |0; 010y b |0; 100y`
|0; 100y b |0; 000y b |0; 010y ´ ε|0; 010y b |0; 000y b |0; 100y`
|0; 100y b |0; 010y b |0; 000y ´ ε|0; 010y b |0; 100y b |0; 000y
¯
“
G3?
6
¨ pv7 ´ εv10 ` v19 ` v25 ´ εv34 ´ εv37q,
|0; 101yp3qrεs “
1?
6
´
|0; 000y b |0; 100y b |0; 001y ´ ε|0; 000y b |0; 001y b |0; 100y`
|0; 100y b |0; 000y b |0; 001y ´ ε|0; 001y b |0; 000y b |0; 100y`
|0; 100y b |0; 001y b |0; 000y ´ ε|0; 001y b |0; 100y b |0; 000y
¯
“
G3?
6
¨ pv8 ´ εv14 ` v20 ` v29 ´ εv50 ´ εv53q,
|0; 011yp3qrεs “
1?
6
´
|0; 000y b |0; 100y b |0; 001y ` ε|0; 000y b |0; 001y b |0; 010y`
|0; 010y b |0; 000y b |0; 001y ` ε|0; 001y b |0; 000y b |0; 010y`
|0; 010y b |0; 001y b |0; 000y ` ε|0; 001y b |0; 010y b |0; 000y
¯
“
G3?
6
¨ pv12 ` εv15 ` v36 ` v45 ` εv51 ` εv57q,
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|0; 111yp3qrεs “
1?
6
´
|0; 100y b |0; 010y b |0; 001y ` ε|0; 100y b |0; 001y b |0; 010y´
ε|0; 010y b |0; 100y b |0; 001y ´ |0; 001y b |0; 100y b |0; 010y`
|0; 010y b |0; 001y b |0; 100y ` ε|0; 001y b |0; 010y b |0; 100y
¯
“
G3?
6
¨ pv7 ´ εv10 ` v19 ` v25 ´ εv34 ´ εv37q,
|0; 210yp3qrεs “
1?
3
´
|0; 100y b |0; 100y b |0; 010y ´ ε|0; 100y b |0; 010y b |0; 100y`
|0; 010y b |0; 100y b |0; 100y
¯
“ G3?
3
¨ pv23 ´ εv26 ` v38q,
|0; 201yp3qrεs “
1?
3
´
|0; 100y b |0; 100y b |0; 001y ´ ε|0; 100y b |0; 001y b |0; 100y`
|0; 001y b |0; 100y b |0; 100y
¯
“ G3?
3
¨ pv24 ´ εv30 ` v54q. (99)
The factor G3 is the Gaussian term G3 “ π´ 34 e´ 12 px21`x22`x23q.
Analogous properties as those encountered in the 2-particle case hold. The first 6 vectors
in formula (99) do not depend on the ε sign, while the remaining 6 vectors differ due to the
presence of ε in their right hand side. Therefore H
p3q
fin;1 XHp3qfin;2 ‰ H and Hp3qfin;1 ‰ Hp3qfin;2.
The (99) states are eigenvectors with `1 eigenvalue of the Sp3q12 , Sp3q23 permutation operators
introduced in (B.13). These operators generate the S3 group of permutations of the three spaces
appearing in the tensor products.
The extension of the M “ 2, 3 construction to the M ą 3 particle cases is immediate.
6 Discriminating Z2-graded versus Z2 ˆ Z2-graded oscillators
The core results of this paper are presented in this Section.
In the multiparticle sector the bosonic variant of the N “ 4 oscillator is easily discriminated
with respect to the supersymmetric and Z2ˆZ2-graded variants for the presence of extra states
with different quantum numbers. This is reflected in different degeneracies of the energy levels,
see e.g. table (94), of the bosonic case with respect to the two other cases.
The open question is whether the supersymmetric and Z2 ˆ Z2-graded variants can be dif-
ferentiated. The positive answer is given here. We recall from Section 5 that the M ą 1
multiparticle supersymmetric H
pMq
1 and Z2 ˆZ2-graded HpMq2 Hilbert spaces differ, see e.g. the
comment ii concerning the states presented in formula (98); on the other hand we noted, see
comment 3 of subsection 5.3, that these Hilbert spaces cannot be discriminated with measure-
ments conducted with multiparticle observables induced by the first set (H4, Nf , Nv, Nw) of 4
complete single-particle observables.
The key ingredient to differentiate, for M ą 1, the Hilbert space HpMq2 from HpMq1 is to
conduct measurements of multiparticle observables induced by the second set of 4 complete
single-particle observables, given by the operators H4, Nf , NT ,Xf introduced in (67,68,69). The
multiparticle operators induced by the Fermion Exchange Operator Xf allow to make the dis-
tinction. Let’s see how this happens.
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To prove our point is sufficient to consider just M “ 2. In any case, explicit formulas will
also be given for M “ 3 (the extension to M ą 3 particles is immediate).
The operators H4, Nf , NT ,Xf induce an abelian (all commutators are vanishing) algebra a.
As usual (see Appendix B), U ” Upaq denotes its Universal Enveloping Algebra; the coproduct
of a primitive element, for g P a, is denoted as ∆pM´1qpgq P UbM , while {∆pM´1qpgq is the
evaluation of the coproduct in the representation of a provided by formulas (67,68,69).
Besides the operators gpMq ” {∆pM´1qpgq, the considerations below also involve the operators{∆pM´1qpg2q “ {∆pM´1qpgq ¨ {∆pM´1qpgq for g “ Xf .
Overall, for the 2-particle case the list of operators that we are discussing is
H
p2q
4 “ H4 b I4 ` I4 bH4, N p2qf “ Nf b I4 ` I4 bNf ,
N
p2q
T “ NT b I4 ` I4 bNT , Xp2qf “ Xf b I4 ` I4 bXf , (100)
together with`
X
p2q
f ¨Xp2qf
˘
:“ Z2f “ Y2f `W2f , for Y2f “ pXf q2 b I4 ` I4 b pXf q2, W2f “ 2Xf bXf .
(101)
For the 3-particle case the list is
H
p3q
4 “ H4 b I4 b I4 ` I4 bH4 b I4 ` I4 b I4 bH4,
N
p3q
f “ Nf b I4 b I4 ` I4 bNf b I4 ` I4 b I4 bNf ,
N
p3q
T “ NT b I4 b I4 ` I4 bNT b I4 ` I4 b I4 bNT ,
X
p3q
f “ Xf b I4 b I4 ` I4 bXf b I4 ` I4 b I4 bXf , (102)
together with`
X
p3q
f ¨Xp3qf
˘
:“ Z3f “ Y3f `W3f , for
Y3f “ pXf q2 b I4 b I4 ` I4 b pXf q2 b I4 ` I4 b I4 b pXf q2,
W3f “ 2 ¨ pXf bXf b I4 `Xf b I4 bXf ` I4 bXf bXf q. (103)
All 2-particle operators given in formulas (100,101) mutually commute.
All 3-particle operators given in formulas (102,103) mutually commute.
In the supersymmetric case all above operators are bosonic (0-graded).
In the Z2 ˆ Z2-graded case the grading assignment of the above operators is
r00s : Hp2q4 , N p2qf , N p2qT , Y2f ,W2f , Z2f ,Hp3q4 ,Hp3q4 , N p3qf , N p3qT , Y3f ,W3f , Z3f ,
r11s : Xp2qf ,Xp3qf . (104)
The 11-grading of X
p2q
f ,X
p3q
f is a consequence of the fact that the single-particle operator Xf
exchanges the two types of fermions, see (69) and the following “Remark 2”. The 00-grading of
Z2f , Z3f (and the related operators Y2f ,W2f , Y3f ,W3f ) follows, by consistency, from (A.8).
One would expect, on a general ground, that a Hermitian, observable operator in a Z2ˆZ2-
graded theory should belong to the 00-sector since the result of a measurement should be a real
eigenvalue. If the operator would belong to a different sector, like the 11-grading, by consistency
its eigenvalues should also be 11-graded and not just real numbers.
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This point is better illustrated if, for the time being, we disregard the gradings of the Hilbert
spaces H
pM“2,3q
1 , H
pM“2,3q
2 and just focus on the action of the matrix operators X
p2q
f , X
p3q
f .
We introduce a set of normalized 2-particle eigenstates of X
p2q
f belonging to H
p2q
1
2
p3`εq as
|n; 0˘yp2qrεs “
1?
2
¨ `|n; 010yp2qrεs ˘ |n; 001yp2qrεs ˘,
|n; 1˘yp2qrεs “
1?
2
¨ `|n; 110yp2qrεs ˘ |n; 101yp2qrεs ˘, (105)
while, a set of normalized 3-particle eigenstates of X
p3q
f belonging to H
p3q
1
2
p3`εq is
|n; 0˘yp3qrεs “
1?
2
¨ `|n; 010yp3qrεs ˘ |n; 001yp3qrεs ˘,
|n; 1˘yp3qrεs “
1?
2
¨ `|n; 110yp3qrεs ˘ |n; 101yp3qrεs ˘,
|n; 2˘yp3qrεs “
1?
2
¨ `|n; 210yp3qrεs ˘ |n; 201yp3qrεs ˘. (106)
From now on we use the ε “ ˘1 sign employed in (98) and (99) to distinguish supersymmetric
versus Z2 ˆ Z2-graded vectors.
The Hilbert space H
p2q
1
2
p3`εq is spanned, see (96,98), for n P N0 by the vectors given in (105)
and the vectors |n; 000yp2qrεs , |n; 100y
p2q
rεs , |n; 200y
p2q
rεs , |n; 011y
p2q
rεs .
The Hilbert space H
p3q
1
2
p3`εq is spanned, see (96,99), for n P N0 by the vectors given in (106)
and the vectors |n; 000yp3qrεs , |n; 100y
p3q
rεs , |n; 200y
p3q
rεs , |n; 300y
p3q
rεs , |n; 011y
p3q
rεs , |n; 111y
p3q
rεs .
Let’s set aside, for the moment, the 2-particle vectors |n; 011yp2qrεs and the 3-particle vectors
|n; 011yp3qrεs , |n; 111y
p3q
rεs . The remaining M “ 2, 3-particle vectors are eigenvectors of the cor-
responding (M “ 2, 3) HpMq4 , N pMqf , N pMqT ,XpMqf operators. Their eigenvalues are reported as
entries in the tables below.
In the 2-particle cases with ε “ ˘1 we have:
H
p2q
4 N
p2q
f N
p2q
T X
p2q
f
|n; 000yp2qrεs : n 0 0 0
|n; 100yp2qrεs : n 0 2 0
|n; 200yp2qrεs : n 0 4 0
|n; 0`yp2qrεs : n` 1 1 1 1
|n; 0´yp2qrεs : n` 1 1 1 ´1
|n; 1`yp2qrεs : n` 1 1 3 1
|n; 1´yp2qrεs : n` 1 1 3 ´1
(107)
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In the 3-particle cases with ε “ ˘1 we have:
H
p3q
4 N
p3q
f N
p3q
T X
p3q
f
|n; 000yp3qrεs : n 0 0 0
|n; 100yp3qrεs : n 0 2 0
|n; 200yp3qrεs : n 0 4 0
|n; 300yp3qrεs : n 0 6 0
|n; 0`yp3qrεs : n` 1 1 1 1
|n; 0´yp3qrεs : n` 1 1 1 ´1
|n; 1`yp3qrεs : n` 1 1 3 1
|n; 1´yp3qrεs : n` 1 1 3 ´1
|n; 2`yp3qrεs : n` 1 1 5 1
|n; 2´yp3qrεs : n` 1 1 5 ´1
(108)
Since the eigenvalues reported in the two tables (107,108) do not depend on ε, we cannot distin-
guish the supersymmetric with respect to the Z2ˆZ2-graded Hilbert spaces with measurements
performed on the above sets of states.
Let’s now consider the 2-particle supersymmetric states |n; 011yp2qr´1s. They are eigenvectors
of H
p2q
4 , N
p2q
f , N
p2q
T , X
p2q
f with eigenvalues
H
p2q
4 N
p2q
f N
p2q
T X
p2q
f
|n; 011yp2qr´1s : n` 2 2 2 0
(109)
The corresponding Z2ˆZ2-graded 2-particle states |n; 011yp2qr`1s are eigenvectors ofH
p2q
4 , N
p2q
f , N
p2q
T
with eigenvalues
H
p2q
4 N
p2q
f N
p2q
T X
p2q
f
|n; 011yp2qr`1s : n` 2 2 2 ˆ
(110)
The difference with the previous case lies on the X
p2q
f operator. In the supersymmetric case,
according to its 0-grading, X
p2q
f is an observable for the supersymmetric Hilbert space H
p2q
1 . In
the Z2 ˆ Z2-graded case Xp2qf is not defined as an operator acting on Hp2q2 .
This can be understood as follows. It was shown in (98) that the vectors |n; 011yp2qrεs are
proportional to
|n; 011yp2qr´1s 9 pv12 ´ v15q, |n; 011y
p2q
r`1s 9 pv12 ` v15q. (111)
The operator X
p2q
f , acting on the component vectors v12, v15 gives
X
p2q
f v12 “ Xp2qf v15 “ v11 ` v16. (112)
The relative ´ sign entering |n; 011yp2qr´1s makes the two contributions vanish, leading to the 0
eigenvalue shown in table (109). On the other hand, the ` sign entering |n; 011yp2qr`1s implies that
X
p2q
f |n; 011yp2qr`1s 9 pv11 ` v16q. (113)
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By inspecting (98) it is clear that neither the vector v11, nor v16 belong to the Z2 ˆ Z2-graded
Hilbert space H
p2q
2 . Therefore,
X
p2q
f |n; 011yp2qr`1s R H
p2q
2 . (114)
Analogous formulas are obtained for the 3-particle operators |n; 011yp3qrεs , |n; 111y
p3q
rεs . In that case
the eigenvalues are read from the table
H
p3q
4 N
p3q
f N
p3q
T X
p3q
f
|n; 011yp3qr´1s : n` 2 2 2 0
|n; 111yp3qr´1s : n` 2 2 4 0
|n; 011yp3qr`1s : n` 2 2 2 ˆ
|n; 111yp3qr`1s : n` 2 2 4 ˆ
(115)
The action of X
p3q
f on the vectors |n; 011yp3qr`1s and |n; 111y
p3q
r`1s is not defined in H
p3q
2 .
6.1 Observables detecting Z2-graded versus Z2 ˆ Z2-graded Hilbert spaces
A legitimate observable, such as X
p2q
f , of the supersymmetric theory fails to be an operator
of the Z2 ˆ Z2-graded theory. We now show the existence of observables which, acting on
both the supersymmetric and Z2 ˆ Z2-graded Hilbert spaces, produce different, ε-dependent,
eigenvalues on certain states of the models. The observables in questions, presented in (101,103)
asW2f , Z2f ,W3f , Z3f are recovered, together with Y2f , Y3f , from squaring theM “ 2, 3 operators
X
pMq
f . All these observables have 0-grading in the supersymmetric case and, see (104), 00-
grading in the Z2ˆZ2-graded theory. The |n; r0r1r2ypM“2,3qrεs vectors spanning the Hilbert spaces
HM“2,31
2
p3`εq are eigenvectors of Y2f ,W2f , Z2f (for M “ 2) and Y3f ,W3f , Z3f (for M “ 3). Their
eigenvalues are given as entries in the tables below.
For the 2-particle case we have
Y2f W2f Z2f
|n; 000yp2qrεs : 0 0 0
|n; 100yp2qrεs : 0 0 0
|n; 200yp2qrεs : 0 0 0
|n; 010yp2qrεs : 1 0 1
|n; 001yp2qrεs : 1 0 1
|n; 110yp2qrεs : 1 0 1
|n; 101yp2qrεs : 1 0 1
|n; 011yp2qrεs : 2 2ε 2` 2ε
(116)
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For the 3-particle case we have
Y3f W3f Z3f
|n; 000yp3qrεs : 0 0 0
|n; 100yp3qrεs : 0 0 0
|n; 200yp3qrεs : 0 0 0
|n; 300yp3qrεs : 0 0 0
|n; 010yp3qrεs : 1 0 1
|n; 001yp3qrεs : 1 0 1
|n; 110yp3qrεs : 1 0 1
|n; 101yp3qrεs : 1 0 1
|n; 210yp3qrεs : 1 0 1
|n; 201yp3qrεs : 1 0 1
|n; 011yp3qrεs : 2 2ε 2` 2ε
|n; 111yp3qrεs : 2 2ε 2` 2ε
(117)
As a consequence of (116) the following theoretical scenario can be applied. At a given ε “ ˘1
the 2-particle state |n; 011yp2qrεs can be selected as the unique state possessing, see (88), the set of
(n` 2, 2, 1, 1) eigenvalues for, respectively, the operators (Hp2q4 , N p2qf , N p2qv , N p2qw ).
A system under investigation can be prepared at first in this eigenstate. Once this is accom-
plished, it is possible to determine whether the 2-particle system so prepared is composed by
ordinary bosons/fermions (supersymmetric case) or by Z2 ˆ Z2-graded particles by performing
a measurement of the W2f (or, equivalently, Z2f ) observable. The output of the measurement
can be expressed in terms of the ε sign (´1 for supersymmetry, `1 otherwise).
The term “chirality” can be conveniently employed to convey the difference between the two
cases. One can then say that the supersymmetric versus the Z2 ˆ Z2-graded variants of the
model have opposite chirality.
The same scenario works for 3-particle systems prepared in the |n; 011yp3qrεs and |n; 111y
p3q
rεs
eigenstates.
7 Conclusions
The Z2 ˆ Z2-graded parastatistics requires the particles to be accommodated into the Z2 ˆ Z2-
graded setting presented in AppendixA. The particles are 00-graded ordinary bosons, 11-graded
exotic bosons and two types of fermions (10- and 01-graded, with fermions of different types
which mutually commute). The presence of some given Z2ˆZ2-graded invariance is a sufficient,
but not necessary condition, for the application of a Z2 ˆ Z2-graded parastatistics.
We tested the consequences of the Z2 ˆ Z2-graded parastatistics by analizing the simple
model of a 4 ˆ 4 matrix quantum oscillator which, in its single-particle sector, admits three
different interpretations: as a bosonic, as a N “ 4 supersymmetric and as a Z2ˆZ2-graded one-
dimensional Poincare´-invariant theory. These three interpretations give equivalent, physically
indistinguishable, single-particle theories. The simplicity of the model allows to construct non-
interacting multiparticle sectors by applying Hopf algebra coproducts. The multiparticle states
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are defined in terms of braided tensor products; for each one of the three above cases the braiding
is related with the respective grading (bosonic, supersymmetric, Z2 ˆ Z2). As a consequence,
each grading produces a different multiparticle theory.
The bosonic grading is easily distinguished from the other two cases since it produces different
degeneracies of the energy levels; this is easily understood by noting, in the bosonic theory, the
existence of extra states which are not allowed, due to Pauli’s exclusion principle, when fermions
are present.
The difference between the supersymmetric and Z2 ˆ Z2-grading is much subtler and more
elusive. The energy levels and their degeneracies coincide in both cases. Despite of that it is
still possible to construct certain types of observables such as X
p2q
f in the discussion of Section
6. These observables act on both the supersymmetric and Z2ˆZ2-graded multiparticle Hilbert
spaces and, on certain states, produce different outputs (eigenvalues) which depend on the
grading. A measurement of these observables allows to determine whether the system under
investigation is composed by ordinary bosons/fermions or by Z2 ˆ Z2-graded particles.
We also pointed out in Section 6 that the Z2ˆZ2-grading forces the observables of the theory
to be superselected and belonging to the 00-graded sector.
In principle the construction based on the coproduct can offer the guidelines to correctly
(anti)symmetrize the Z2 ˆ Z2-graded multiparticle states in more complicated Hamiltonians
such as those, obtained in [7], which present Z2 ˆ Z2-graded invariant multiparticle interacting
terms. This extension will be left for a future work.
The elusiveness of the Z2 ˆ Z2-graded parastatistics (the observables detecting it should be
carefully cherry picked) implies that it can be easily get unnoticed even if present. Fermions, in
Nature, can be either fundamental, as those entering the Standard Model, or emergent, e.g. as
collective modes in materials.
Concerning fundamental spinors, in the light of the results here presented, the spin-statistics
connection for relativistic Z2 ˆ Z2-graded Quantum Field Theories would demand a careful
(re)evaluation. If the observables of the theories are requested to obey a superselection rule and
possess the 00-grading (just like their nonrelativistic counterparts), it looks possible to realize
consistent relativistic Z2ˆZ2-graded models which take into account the commuting properties
of the fermions belonging to different gradings (01- and 10-). No matter which is their grading,
these fermions would continue to be half-integer spin particles. It seems that the simplest setting
to check the consistency of this scheme should be formulated for a Z2 ˆ Z2-graded extension of
the Wess-Zumino model [53]. Investigations are currently underway.
Concerning emergent spinors, a connection could be made with the [54] proposal to use
Majorana fermions for the construction of a Topological Quantum Computer which offers topo-
logical protection from decoherence. The connection with braiding properties and statistics is
elucidated in [55]. This could be a playground for Z2 ˆ Z2-graded parastatistics and possibly
general Zn2 -graded parastatistics with n ě 3. Currently Zn2 -graded structures are under intense
investigation, see [56–59]. At the moment the formulation, for a generic n, of a Zn2 -graded
mechanics following the lines of [6, 7] for n “ 2 is still lacking.
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Appendix A: Graded Lie superalgebras
This paper deals with the physical differences induced, in the multiparticle sector of a quan-
tum theory, of three different graded Lie (super)algebras. It makes sense to discuss them in a
unified framework to pinpoint, as much as possible, their common properties.
The graded structures under consideration will be denoted as Zp2 for p “ 0, 1, 2:
Z
0
2 “ 1, Z12 “ Z2, Z22 “ Z2 ˆ Z2. (A.1)
They respectively correspond to
i) for p “ 0, ordinary Lie algebras,
ii) for p “ 1, ordinary Lie superalgebras [18] and,
iii) for p “ 2, the so-called, see [1, 2], Z2 ˆ Z2-graded Lie superalgebras.
A graded Lie superalgebra grps denotes a Lie algebra of graded brackets (represented by (anti)commutators)
satisfying the respective graded Jacobi identities for p “ 0, 1, 2.
The p “ 1, 2 graded superalgebras are decomposed in the graded sectors
gr1s “ gr1sr0s ‘ g
r1s
r1s,
gr2s “ gr2sr00s ‘ g
r2s
r11s ‘ g
r2s
r10s ‘ g
r2s
r01s. (A.2)
Formally one can also set gr0s “ gr0sr0s.
A generator g P grps is associated with its ǫrpsg grading which takes values
p “ 0 : ǫr0sg “ t0u; p “ 1 : ǫr1sg “ t0, 1u; p “ 2 : ǫr2sg “ t00, 11, 10, 01u. (A.3)
The operations on the ǫ
rps
g ’s gradings are the sum and the inner scalar product. Let us set
i) for p “ 1: ǫr1sA “ α, ǫr1sB “ β with α, β “ 0, 1 and
ii) for p “ 2: ǫr2sA “ pα1, α2q, ǫr2sB “ pβ1, β2q with α1, α2, β1, β2 “ 0, 1.
We have
ǫ
r1s
A ` ǫr1sB “ α` β pmod 2q, ǫr1sA ¨ ǫr1sB “ αβ,
ǫ
r2s
A ` ǫr2sB “ pα1 ` β1, α2 ` β2q pmod 2q, ǫr2sA ¨ ǫr2sB “ α1β1 ` α2β2. (A.4)
Let A,B,C P grps be three generators of a graded Lie superalgebra, with respective gradings
ǫA, ǫB , ǫC (for simplicity the now unecessary superscript “rps” is dropped). The brackets
r¨, ¨u : grps ˆ grps Ñ grps (A.5)
which define the graded Lie superalgebra must be compatible with the Zp2 grading. This requires
the following properties to be satisfied:
i) (anti)symmetry
rA,Bu :“ AB ´ p´1qǫA¨ǫBBA, (A.6)
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so that
rB,Au “ p´1qǫA¨ǫB`1rA,Bu; (A.7)
the grading of the rA,Bu generator is
ǫrA,Bu “ ǫA ` ǫB. (A.8)
ii) graded Jacobi identities given by
p´1qǫC ¨ǫArA, rB,Cuu ` p´1qǫA¨ǫB rB, rC,Auu ` p´1qǫB ¨ǫC rC, rA,Buu “ 0. (A.9)
A graded vector space V rps is a representation space for the graded Lie (super)algebra grps if
for any pair of generators A,B P grps the bracket (A.6) is realized by (anti)commutators of the
operators pA, pB through the mapping
A ÞÑ pA, B ÞÑ pB, with pA, pB : V rps Ñ V rps. (A.10)
The grading of V rps is compatible with the grading of grps. This implies that for any pair of
vectors v,w P V rps with respective gradings ǫv, ǫw and for any operator pA of grading ǫA one has
w “ pAv ñ ǫw “ ǫA ` ǫv. (A.11)
For p “ 1, 2 the graded vector spaces are decomposed as
Z2 : V
r1s “ V r1sr0s ‘ V
r1s
r1s , Z2 ˆ Z2 : V r2s “ V
r2s
r00s ‘ V
r2s
r11s ‘ V
r2s
r10s ‘ V
r2s
r01s. (A.12)
For p “ 2 the graded (anti)commutators defined on the A,B generators of a Z2ˆZ2-graded Lie
superalgebra can be read from the table
AzB r00s r10s r01s r11s
r00s r¨, ¨s r¨, ¨s r¨, ¨s r¨, ¨s
r10s r¨, ¨s t¨, ¨u r¨, ¨s t¨, ¨u
r01s r¨, ¨s r¨, ¨s t¨, ¨u t¨, ¨u
r11s r¨, ¨s t¨, ¨u t¨, ¨u r¨, ¨s
(A.13)
Appendix B: a summary of Hopf algebras and braided tensors
This paper relies on coproducts for the construction of multiparticle states of a quantum
system and the hermitian operators acting on them. The coproduct is a costructure entering
the definition of Hopf algebra. To make the paper self-consistent the notion of Hopf algebra is
here briefly recalled (for a more comprehensive treatment, see [60,61]).
The Hopf algebras under consideration in this work are the Universal Enveloping Algebras
Upgrpsq of a Zp2-graded (with p “ 0, 1, 2), see (A.1), Lie superalgebra.
A Universal Enveloping Lie Algebra Upgrpsq over a field which, for our purposes, is assumed
to be C, is a unital associative algebra containing the identity 1 and the polynomials of the
grps generators modulo their (anti)commutation relations. In the following, and throughout the
text, a generic element of Upgrpsq is denoted as “U”, while the symbol “g” is reserved to the
generators of grps.
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As a Hopf algebra U ” Upgrpsq possesses:
- two algebraic structures, the associative multiplication m and the unit η, where
m : U b U Ñ U , pm : UA b UB ÞÑ UA ¨ UBq, η : U Ñ C pη : 1 ÞÑ 1q, (B.1)
- two algebraic costructures, the coproduct ∆ and the counit ε
∆ : U Ñ U b U , ε : CÑ U , (B.2)
- an operation, the antipode S, relating structures and costructures,
S : U Ñ U . (B.3)
The compatibility of structures and costructures is guaranteed by a set of properties relating
them. We have
∆pUAUBq “ ∆pUAq∆pUBq, εpUAUBq “ εpUAqεpUBq, SpUAUBq “ SpUBqSpUAq
(B.4)
and
p∆b idq∆pUq “ pidb∆q∆pUq ,
pεb idq∆pUq “ pidb εq∆pUq “ U
mpS b idq∆pUq “ mpidb Sq∆pUq “ εpUq1. (B.5)
The first relation is the coassociativity of the coproduct.
The action on the identity 1 is
∆p1q “ 1b 1, εp1q “ 1, Sp1q “ 1. (B.6)
The action on a primitive element, i.e. a generator g P grps, is
∆pgq “ 1b g ` g b 1, εpgq “ 0, Spgq “ ´g. (B.7)
Following [49], to properly (anti)symmetrize bosons and fermions in the language of the coprod-
uct, the notion of braided tensor (which naturally incorporates a braid statistics) has to be used.
The Z2-grading is the simplest non-trivial example of braiding; the Z2 ˆ Z2-grading is the next
simplest case. In a braided tensor product,
pUA b UBqpUC b UDq “ UAΨpUB b UCqUD, (B.8)
UB and UC are braided by an operator Ψ acting on their tensor product; Ψ is called the “braiding
operator” (see [49] for details).
In our applications to the Z
rps
2 , p “ 1, 2 gradings, the braiding simply reads
pUA b UBqpUC b UDq “ p´1qǫB ¨ǫC pUAUCq b pUBUDq (B.9)
and corresponds to a sign.
For the creation operator f : introduced in (3), with pf :q2 “ 0, in the bosonic interpretation
(for ǫf: “ 0) the coproduct gives
∆ppf :q2q “ p1b f : ` f : b 1qp1b f : ` f : b 1q “ 2f : b f : ‰ 0. (B.10)
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In the fermionic interpretation (for ǫf: “ 1) the coproduct gives
∆ppf :q2q “ p1b f : ` f : b 1qp1b f : ` f : b 1q “ f : b 1 ¨ 1b f : ` 1b f : ¨ f : b 1 “
f : b f : ´ f : b f : “ 0. (B.11)
The physical consequence is that the coproduct, combined with the braided tensor, encodes the
Pauli exclusion principle for fermions.
The permutations of spaces for the tensor products U b . . . b U of a graded Universal En-
veloping Lie superalgebra Upgrpsq are defined as follows.
In the case of the product of two tensors the permutation operator is
S
p2q
12 : UA b UB ÞÑ p´1qǫA¨ǫBUB b UA, pUA,B P U and Sp2q12 ¨ Sp2q12 “ 1q. (B.12)
This action extends linearly to linear combinations of elements of U b U . One should note in
the definition the presence of the ˘1 sign induced by the respective ǫA,B gradings of UA,B.
In the case of the product of three tensors we have two generators, S
p3q
12 and S
p3q
23 , given by
S
p3q
12 : UA b UB b UC ÞÑ p´1qǫA¨ǫBUB b UA b UC ,
S
p3q
23 : UA b UB b UC ÞÑ p´1qǫB ¨ǫCUA b UC b UB. (B.13)
The 6 elements of the S3 permutation group of three letters are conveniently expressed in terms
of the operators S, T :
S :“ Sp3q12 , T :“ Sp3q12 ¨ Sp3q23 , so that S2 “ T 3 “ 1 and t1, S, T, ST, T 2, ST 2u P S3.
(B.14)
The extension to permutations of tensor products with M ą 3 spaces is immediate.
Throughout the text, if the abstract Universal Enveloping Algebra U is represented on a
vector space V under the R representation, a hat denotes the action (on the tensor products of
V ) of the operators induced by the coproduct:
for R : U Ñ V, p∆ :“ ∆|R P EndpV b V q, with {∆pUq P V b V. (B.15)
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